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ABSTRACT
The continued development of energy storage technology is of high importance in
order to facilitate the widespread adoption of intermittent renewable energy sources as
well as the expansion of electromobility (for example, fully electric vehicles). These
applications require a rechargeable cell with high energy density with a long cycling
life, based on the electrochemical cycling of lithium ion batteries, which can be
improved by modifying the cell chemistry and construction.
Enabling the reversible plating and stripping of lithium metal on the negative
electrode substrate – a lithium metal anode – allows for a higher gravimetric capacity
necessary for a lightweight battery. However, the application of the lithium metal
anode in carbonate-based electrolytes is plagued by the highly reactive nature of
lithium metal, causing poor coulombic efficiency and the growth of potentially unsafe
lithium dendrites. Another route to achieve a high energy density lithium ion battery is
to increase the nickel or lithium content of the layered lithium nickel- manganese cobalt -oxide positive electrode (NMC cathode) materials. Unfortunately, alongside
the improved capacity, these compositional changes result in new challenges to
overcome such as surface reconstruction, gas evolution, and transition metal
dissolution. Electrolyte engineering and surface modifications to the cathode material
can help alleviate detrimental reactions, however, the source of the improvements
remains unclear.
This dissertation attempts to elucidate the relationship between the molecular
composition of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) and cycling performance of a
lithium ion battery, as well as understanding the role of the cathode in anode SEI
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formation. Galvanostatic voltammetry was used to characterize the electrochemistry of
the lithium metal anode, with Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-FT-IR), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS),
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS), and Inductively Coupled Plasma
Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) to investigate the surface of the lithium metal anode,
graphite anode cycled with modified and unmodified high energy NMC cathodes, and
the cathode materials themselves. Chapter 1 is a perspective-style review which brings
together many different studies to propose a scheme by which the anode SEI evolves
throughout cycling and offers an explanation behind the varying reports from different
research groups. Chapter 2 is a perspective-style review on the interaction of the
electrolyte with the NMC cathode material, and its implications in the cycling
performance. In chapter 3, novel electrolyte additives, difluoroacetic anhydride
(DFAA) and trifluoroacetic anhydride (TFAA), are investigated in carbonate-based
electrolytes which help to improve the reversibility of lithium metal plating in
Cu|LiFePO4 cells, and using the above-mentioned analytical techniques attempts to
uncover the source of improved plating. Finally, chapter 4 investigates the effect of
ALD-deposited

Al2O3 coatings

on

cycling

performance

of

full

graphite|

Li1.33Ni0.27Co0.13Mn0.60O2+d cells, effect on the molecular composition of the anode
SEI, and extent of transition metal deposition on the anode material.
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PREFACE
This dissertation is written in manuscript format. There are four chapters in this
dissertation. Chapter 1 is an is a perspective article on the evolution of the solid
electrolyte interphase on the anode of lithium ion batteries and was published in Joule.
Chapter 2 is a perspective on the interactions of the surface of the cathode with the
electrolyte and is written as a manuscript and is currently submitted to the Journal of
the Electrochemical Society for publication. Chapters 1 and 2 serve as a primer on the
challenges facing scientists regarding electrolytes and passivation layers, and the
current understanding of these phenomena. Chapter 3 is written in manuscript format
and is in preparation for submission to the Journal of the Electrochemical Society.
Chapter 4 was published in the Journal of the Electrochemical Society.
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CHAPTER 1

Generation and evolution of the solid electrolyte interphase of lithium ion
batteries

Satu Kristiina Heiskanen, Jongjung Kim, and Brett L. Lucht*

University of Rhode Island
140 Flagg Rd., Beaupre, Kingston, RI 02881
* Corresponding Author: blucht@chm.uri.edu

The following was published in Joule on October 16, 2019 and is presented here in
manuscript format
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ABSTRACT
A solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) is generated on the anode of lithium ion
batteries during the first few charging cycles. The SEI provides a passivation layer on
the anode surface which inhibits further electrolyte decomposition and affords the long
calendar life required for many applications. However, the SEI remains poorly
understood. Recent investigations of the structure of the initial SEI along with
changes which occur to the SEI upon aging have been conducted. The investigations
provide significant new insight into the structure and evolution of the anode SEI. The
initial reduction products of ethylene carbonate (EC) are lithium ethylene dicarbonate
(LEDC) and ethylene. However, the instability of LEDC generates an intricate
mixture of compounds which greatly complicates the composition of the SEI.
Mechanisms for the generation of the complicated mixture of products are presented
along with the differences in the SEI structure in the presence of electrolyte additives.
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PROGRESS
Initial reduction reactions of LiPF6/carbonate electrolytes on graphite anode
In order to simplify the investigation of the SEI components, the initial reactions
of a two-component electrolyte, 1.0 M LiPF6 in EC, have been investigated utilizing a
combination of ex-situ SEM, EDX, TEM, XPS, IR, NMR, and OEMS. 10 The initial
SEI is generated during formation cycling, the first 4-6 cycles, of commercial lithium
ion batteries. The use of the single solvent simplifies characterization of the reduction
products, while the use of EC insures formation of a stable SEI. As the potential
decreases during lithiation, electrolyte decomposition products are deposited on the
surface of the anode to form an initial SEI. The electrolyte decomposition products
have been determined to contain carbon, fluorine, oxygen, and a low concentration of
phosphorus via a combination of EDX and XPS. IR-ATR analysis is consistent with a
film containing lithium ethylene dicarbonate (LEDC) as the primary organic
component which is consistent with the XPS results. XPS also suggests that LiF is the
primary fluorine containing species with a low concentration of lithium
fluorophosphates, LixPFyOz. OEMS analysis of 1.0 M LiPF6 in EC provides consistent
results with the observation of ethylene as the only gas evolved during the initial
formation cycles. Thus, the initial SEI formed in 1.0 M LiPF6 in EC is predominantly
LEDC and LiF.11,12 These results are consistent with the mechanism proposed by
Aurbach and co-workers and are also consistent with recent results reported by Xu and
co-workers (Figure 1-1A).13,14 From these initial results, an SEI approximately 50 nm
thick composed of LEDC and LiF is generated and can function as an effective
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passivating layer thereby preventing further electrolyte decomposition and graphite
exfoliation, as summarized in Figure 1-1B.

[FIGURE 1-1]

Similar investigations of two-component linear carbonate electrolytes, LiPF 6 in
dialkyl carbonate, have also been investigated.15,16 Similar reactions are observed for
the dialkyl carbonate solvents utilized in lithium ion battery electrolytes: dimethyl
carbonate (DMC), diethyl carbonate (DEC) and ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC). The
reduction of DMC results in the generation of lithium methyl carbonate (LMC),
lithium methoxide, CO, and methane. The reduction of DEC results in the generation
of lithium ethyl carbonate (LEC), lithium ethoxide, CO, and ethane. The most
commonly used dialkyl carbonate, EMC, generates the most complicated mixture of
components, LMC, LEC, lithium methoxide, lithium ethoxide, ethane, methane, and
CO, due to the asymmetry of the molecule. However, in most commercial lithium ion
battery electrolytes the initial solvent reduction reactions are dominated by the
reduction reaction of EC and therefore the contribution of dialkyl carbonates to the
SEI composition is minimal suggesting that the primary components of the initial SEI
in commercial lithium ion batteries are LEDC and LiF. 15,17
While the initial SEI generated on the graphite anode is dominated by the direct
reduction products of the salt and solvent, additional products can be generated via
crossover reactions from the cathode. In particular, solvent oxidation from the cathode
results in the generation of CO2 which diffuses to the anode and is subsequently
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reduced to form Li2CO3.18 The mechanism of CO2 reduction is unclear and will be
discussed below, but the primary observed product is Li 2CO3.
Independent synthesis of SEI components
In order to better understand the initial reduction reactions occurring at the
graphite surface, lithium napthalenide has been utilized as a one-electron reducing
agent to generate the reduction products of various carbonate solvents. Lithium
napthalenide is readily prepared via the reaction of lithium metal with naphthalene and
acts as a synthetic mimic for lithiated graphite. Upon reduction of EC with lithium
napthalenide two products are observed: LEDC and ethylene. 15 These are the same
reduction products which were observed on the graphite anode with an EC electrolyte
(Figure 1-1). This reaction occurs in high yield with no observable impurities.
Initial investigations of DEC and DMC reduction using lithium napthalenide
uncovered the generation LEC and LMC along with ethane and methane, however,
further investigations suggest that lithium ethoxide, lithium methoxide, and carbon
monoxide are all observed.16,19 While the reduction reactions of the linear carbonates
are somewhat more complicated than those observed for the cyclic carbonates, the
initial SEI forming reactions have been reported to be dominated by EC reduction
products.4,6,10,15,17
Since CO2 has been reported to be a product of the oxidation of carbonate
solvents on the surface of the cathode, the reaction of lithium napthalenide with CO 2
has also been investigated.18,20,21 Unfortunately, the reaction of lithium napthalenide
with CO2 is complicated by carboxylation of naphthalene to generate carboxylate
derivatives of naphthalene. The primary product of the reaction is Li 2CO3, but oddly
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CO is not observed as expected for the previously proposed reaction mechanism for
the reduction of CO2. Thus, while the overall reduction mechanism for CO 2 remains
unclear, Li2CO3 is clearly the primary product deposited in the SEI.
Lithium napthalenide reductions of LiPF6 have also been investigated.22 The
primary product observed is LiF along with a low concentration of lithium
fluorophosphates and lithium fluorophosphides. While lithium fluorophosphides are
observed in the absence of an oxygen source, in the presence of carbonate solvents the
phosphides are rapidly converted to the phosphates. These results are consistent with
the initially observed reduction products, LEDC and LiF, on the surface of the
graphite anode. However, there are many reports that suggest that the SEI is a very
complicated mixture of different components. In order to better understand the source
of the differences between the initial SEI observed in these controlled experiments and
the mature SEI observed by many researchers, further investigations have been
conducted to develop an understanding of how different components evolve.
Instability of initial SEI components on graphite anodes
Previous investigations suggest that anode SEI in commercial lithium ion
batteries is unstable and evolves over calendar life cycling or accelerated aging
experiments.23–25 The evolution of the SEI has been reported to result in changes to the
composition of the SEI. The changes typically include an increase in the concentration
of inorganic species such as LiF and Li2CO3 and decreases in the relative
concentration of organic species such as lithium alkyl carbonates. In addition, many
investigations have concluded that the anode SEI is composed of an inner SEI
dominated by inorganic species and an outer SEI dominated by organic
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species/solvent reduction products.13,26–29 However, the mechanisms of the changes in
composition of the SEI are not understood. In an effort to better understand evolution
of the SEI, detailed investigations of the thermal, hydrolytic, and acid mediated
decomposition reactions of the independently generated SEI components have been
conducted.
Lithium alkyl carbonates such as LEDC, LMC, and LEC have poor hydrolytic
stability. In fact, independently prepared lithium alkyl carbonates readily decompose
upon exposure to air over a few days.14,19 In addition, the incorporation of a low
concentration of water to suspensions of lithium alkyl carbonates results in rapid
decomposition of the lithium alkyl carbonates to Li 2CO3, carbon dioxide and lithium
alkoxides (Figure 1-2A). While the hydrolytic instability of lithium alkyl carbonates
contributes to the evolution and increased complexity of the anode SEI upon aging,
these reactions are limited in commercial cells which are prepared under rigorously
anhydrous conditions. While lithium alkyl carbonates have poor hydrolytic stability,
Li2CO3 has excellent hydrolytic stability as it can be purified by thermal treatment in
water suggesting that Li2CO3 is a more stable SEI component than LEDC.30

[FIGURE 1-2]

Since lithium ion batteries are produced under rigorously anhydrous conditions,
the stability of Li2CO3 and lithium alkyl carbonates have also been investigated in
presence of LiPF6, a source of the strong Lewis acid PF5.31–35 Storage of Li2CO3 in the
presence of LiPF6 in DMC results in the quantitative decomposition of Li 2CO3 after
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only two days at 55°C.36,37 The products of this decomposition reaction are LiF,
carbon dioxide, and lithium difluorophosphate (Figure 1-2B). Surprisingly, no lithium
oxide is observed. Similar investigations have been conducted with LEDC. Upon
storage of LEDC in the presence of LiPF6 in DMC, LEDC quantitatively decomposes
at only 55°C after two days. However, the reaction mixture is much more complicated
with LEDC than with Li2CO3. The decomposition products include LiF,
fluorophosphates, trimethyl phosphate, carbon dioxide, and oligoethylene oxides, as
depicted in Figure 1-2C. It is important to note that many of the decomposition
products of Li2CO3 or LEDC with LiPF6 are either gasses or are soluble in the
electrolyte. This suggests that upon reaction of the lithium carbonates with LiPF 6 the
quantity of the insoluble SEI components are decreasing and the SEI is becoming
more porous.
The thermal decomposition of pure LEDC has also been investigated via a
combination of TGA-IR, IR-ATR and XPS. The thermal decomposition of pure LEDC
occurs sequentially with increasing temperature. 38 The initial thermal decomposition
of LEDC results in the evolution of ethylene, leaving behind lithium peroxycarbonate
(Li2C2O6). The unstable lithium peroxycarbonate then reacts with LEDC to generate
lithium propionate, lithium carbonate, carbon dioxide, and additional ethylene.
Continued thermal treatment results in conversion of the lithium propionate to 3pentanone and lithium carbonate and then finally lithium oxide when temperatures
exceed 700 oC. The decomposition products are summarized in Figure 1-2D. The
observation of the lithium propionate supports other reports of the presence of lithium
carboxylates in the SEI which is surprising since there are no carbon atoms directly
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bonded to the carbonyl carbons of carbonate solvents and it was previously unclear
how this new C-C bond was generated.5 Nonetheless, this observation provides an
explanation for the generation of lithium carboxylates in the SEI.
To summarize, the initial SEI components generated from standard commercial
electrolytes for lithium ion batteries are dominated by the reduction products of EC
and LiPF6, LEDC and LiF, respectively. However, the complexity of the SEI is the
result of further decomposition reactions of LEDC into a very complicated mixture of
components.39 The decomposition results in the generation of compounds which are
insoluble in the electrolyte, soluble in the electrolyte, or gaseous. The insoluble
components include lithium alkoxides, lithium fluorophosphates, polyethylene oxides,
lithium carboxylates, Li2CO3, Li2O, and LiF. The soluble components include ethers,
oligoethylene oxides, and fluorophosphates. The gaseous species include CO 2 and
ethylene. While some of the observed thermal decomposition reactions occur at high
temperature (>200 oC), during charge and discharge the resistance of lithium ion
transport through the SEI could lead to significant localized heating or the presence of
transition metals could catalyze some of the thermal decomposition reactions. 40 This
complex mixture of components contains the vast majority of compounds reported to
be present in the SEI suggesting by Occam’s Razor that the subsequent decomposition
of the initial products is the likely source of the complex SEI observed by many
research groups. It is important to note that many of these decomposition reactions can
be catalyzed by a low concentration of acidic impurities (HF, PF 5, etc.) within the
electrolyte which can partly explain the large variation of reported components
between different research groups and cells cycled under different conditions. For
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example, many in-situ investigations of SEI formation occur under conditions where
the ratio of electrolyte to electrode material is much higher than that used in
commercial cells. Under these conditions the impurities are present at a higher
effective concentration which would lead to more rapid decomposition of the initial
SEI components and the observation of a more complicated SEI.
The observed decomposition reactions of the initial SEI components coupled with
the observed changes to the SEI composition upon aging lead to the following
proposed mechanism for the evolution of the SEI (Figure 1-3). The initial SEI is
composed primarily LEDC and LiF. However, LEDC is unstable and decomposes to
generate a complicated mixture of products, as described above. Since some of these
components are soluble in the electrolyte or gasses. The remaining insoluble SEI
becomes more porous. In addition, the residual insoluble components are
predominantly inorganic: LiF, Li2CO3, and Li2O. The remaining insoluble components
become the inner, more inorganic SEI. At the same time, since the SEI has become
more porous, electrolyte can reach the surface of the graphite electrode resulting in
further reduction of the electrolyte to generate additional LEDC and LiF. The new
electrolyte reduction reactions result in the generation of the outer SEI. Repeated
decomposition and reduction reactions at the anode result in a thickening of the SEI as
the cells age with an overall increase in the content of insoluble inorganic species
along with a layering of materials, and inner SEI composed primarily of inorganic
species and an outer SEI primarily composed of solvent reduction products. Previous
investigations have suggested that capacity loss and impedance growth associated with
SEI thickening decrease with cycle number.24,41 The model proposed in this work is in
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agreement with these investigations since over time the inner SEI would be dominated
by stable components, LiF and Li2O, and LEDC decomposition would decrease.
However, small volumetric changes of graphite upon lithiation and delithiation could
contribute to some additional slow growth.

[FIGURE 1-3]
Electrolyte additives
There are numerous electrolyte additives that have been reported to improve the
stability of the anode SEI generated from LiPF6/carbonate electrolytes. Two of the
most frequently investigated additives are VC and FEC. 24,42–47 Both VC and FEC have
been reported to be preferentially reduced on the anode to produce a “superior” SEI
leading to improved cycle life for lithium-ion batteries. However, the source of the
“superior” performance remains unclear.
The reduction reactions of VC have been reported to inhibit the reduction of EC
resulting in a decrease in the generation of LEDC and ethylene. 10,48 VC is
preferentially reduced to generate poly(VC) and CO2.21 As discussed above, the CO2
generated from the decomposition of VC is further reduced to generate Li 2CO3. In
addition to changing the composition of the SEI, TEM investigations of electrolytes
containing VC suggest that the SEI is thinner than that observed for standard
electrolyte formulations. Investigation of VC by reduction with lithium napthalenide
provides similar results.48 The observed products include poly(VC) and Li2CO3.
Interestingly, the polymerization of VC by lithium napthalenide is catalytic, 0.1
equivalent of lithium napthalenide will polymerize 1.0 equivalent of VC. The
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polymerization of VC to make poly(VC) has been reported by many research groups.
However, the relative importance of poly(VC) and Li 2CO3 to the improved
performance of the anode SEI is unclear. The use of CO2 as an electrolyte additive to
generate a Li2CO3-rich SEI also provides a significant improvement in cycling
performance. 13,49
The initial reduction reactions of FEC containing electrolytes also inhibit the
formation of LEDC and ethylene and many of the observed products are very similar
to the reduction products of VC (poly(VC), CO 2, and Li2CO3).10,48 However,
additional reduction products LiF and H 2 are also observed. TEM investigations of
electrolytes containing FEC suggest that the SEI is thinner than that observed for
standard electrolyte formulations without FEC, similar to that observed for electrolytes
containing VC. The investigation of the reduction of FEC by lithium napthalenide
provides similar results to those observed on graphite anodes in which reduction of
FEC leads to the formation of poly(VC), Li2CO3, LiF, and CO2. Further investigations
of the lithium napthalenide reduction of FEC under dilute conditions reveal that FEC
is initially reduced to form VC and LiF and then the VC is further reduced to make
poly-VC and Li2CO3. The polymerization reaction of FEC is stoichiometric and
requires 1 equivalent of lithium napthalenide to convert 1 equivalent of FEC to
poly(VC). In addition, the use of FEC with silicon or lithium metal electrodes results
in the generation of nano-structured LiF particles.50,51 A related grainy SEI is observed
on graphite anodes suggesting that incorporation of FEC may result in both a change
to the composition and the morphology of the SEI. 48
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The differences in reduction products (LiF for FEC) and reaction mechanism
(catalytic for VC vs stoichiometric for FEC) contribute to the performance differences
between VC and FEC.21 The differences in SEI structure are summarized in Figure 14A and B. The preferential reduction of VC results in a decrease in the concentration
of LEDC and an increase in the concentration of Li 2CO3 in the anode SEI. In addition,
poly(VC) is also present in the SEI. Since the polymerization of VC is catalytic, the
molecular weight of the poly(VC) is likely high with significant crosslinking.
However, it is unclear at this time if the improved stability of the VC derived SEI
results from the presence of the poly(VC) or from the presence of the more stable
Li2CO3.52 The preferential reduction of FEC also results in a decrease in the
concentration of LEDC and an increase in the concentration of Li 2CO3 in the SEI.
However, higher concentrations of LiF are also observed from the reduction of FEC to
generate LiF. While reduction of FEC results in the generation of poly(VC), the
polymerization of FEC is a stoichiometric reaction which likely leads to the generation
of lower molecular weight poly(VC) with less crosslinking. The different reduction
reactions and products leads to the performance differences for VC and FEC.

[FIGURE 1-4]
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PERSPECTIVES
Since there is significant interest in utilizing lithium ion batteries for electric
vehicles, the development of methods to generate a stable anode SEI which is a key
factor for the performance of lithium ion batteries are essential. In addition,
widespread implementation of electric vehicles will require lowering production costs
and improving fast charging. The long time associated with formation cycling (~1
week) is costly for manufacturers while the resistance associated with lithium ion
transport through the SEI limits the charging rate for lithium ion batteries. Finally, the
development of the next generation anode materials such as silicon or lithium metal is
dependent upon the development of superior passivation layers to stabilize these high
capacity anode materials. Thus, developing a better understanding of the formation
mechanisms, decomposition mechanisms, and ion transport mechanisms of the anode
SEI is imperative.
1. Role of current electrolytes in SEI stability. The initial development of
electrolytes for lithium ion batteries primarily followed empirical observations.
The community was fortunate to discover that EC actively passivates graphite
which has enabled the lithium ion battery revolution. However, the instability
of the SEI components leads to decomposition resulting in a thickening of the
SEI, loss of capacity, and increased cell resistance. Improving the stability and
lithium ion conductivity of the anode SEI will lead to improved performance
of lithium ion batteries.
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2. Role of electrolyte additives in SEI function. Incorporation of electrolyte
additives such as VC or FEC results in modification of the SEI composition
and the generation of more stable SEI components, Li2CO3 and poly(VC). The
improved stability of the SEI components impedes the decomposition,
evolution, and thickening of the SEI. However, the development of a better
understanding of the source of improved stability (Li 2CO3 vs poly(VC)) is
critical for the development of superior electrolyte additives and the design of
a superior anode SEI. While VC and FEC are used to improve the stability of
the SEI, electrolyte additives have also been investigated to improve the
lithium ion conductivity of the SEI for faster charging or improved low
temperature performance. However, the mechanisms of how these additives
function and how the SEI is modified are poorly understood. In order to
develop the next generation of lithium ion batteries, an understanding of how
electrolyte additives modify the composition, morphology, and lithium ion
transport of the SEI must be established.
3. Role of formation cycling in SEI structure and stability. Commercial lithium
ion batteries undergo a very carefully planned formation process to generate a
“good” anode SEI. Formation cycling is a slow process encompassing the first
4-6 cycles which usually takes about a week and is a very costly process for
manufacturers. However, it is still unknown why slow formation cycling is
required. Most investigations suggest that the composition of the SEI does not
depend upon the rate of initial formation cycling. The primary reduction
product of EC is LEDC regardless of charging rate. Thus, the slow formation
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process most likely generates an SEI with a better morphology. Improving our
understanding of the effect of formation cycling on the structure and properties
of SEI is required to develop alternative formation methods which require less
time and therefore reduced cost.
4. Role of morphology in SEI function. While the composition of the SEI on
graphite anodes for lithium batteries has been thoroughly investigated for
decades, the role of morphology in SEI performance has received less
attention. However, recent investigations suggest that the nanostructure of the
SEI may play a very important role in SEI performance. The utilization of
advanced microscopy techniques including cryogenic TEM, ultra-high
resolution SEM, and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy need to be utilized in
combination with advanced computational methods to develop a better
understanding of the role of nano-structure and nano-particle grain boundaries
in lithium ion transport through the SEI. A future direction could involve
methods to dope the interfaces of SEI particles to create highly lithium ion
conducting channels through the SEI resulting in much faster charging rates.
5. Developing a pre-formed SEI on graphite anodes. Currently electrolyte
additives are used to modify the SEI on commercial lithium ion batteries.
However, a stronger understanding of the structure and function of the SEI
could lead to methods to generate a pre-formed SEI on graphite anodes. The
generation of the SEI results in a significant loss in capacity during the initial
formation cycles in commercial cells (~10 %). A pre-formed stable
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nanostructured film on the graphite surface could lead to a reduction in both
initial capacity losses and the time required for initial formation cycling.
6. The SEI on silicon anodes. Silicon anodes which are considered to be a
promising next generation anode material due to high reversible capacity have
unique problems related to the large volumetric changes upon lithiation and
delithiation. While the large volumetric changes cause significant mechanical
problems, they also result in poor stability of the SEI. Thus, an optimal SEI for
silicon anodes is different than one for graphite anodes. Both good ionic
conductivity and good elasticity are needed for the SEI on silicon anodes. One
of the most frequently utilized electrolyte additives for silicon anodes is FEC
which generates and SEI with both high concentrations of LiF and an elastic
polymer. Developing a better understanding of the surface stabilization
imparted by this polymer inorganic composite surface film will lead to the
design of superior interfacial polymer inorganic composite surface films and
improved cycling performance for silicon anodes. These interfacial films could
result from the decomposition reactions of electrolyte additives or from preformed interfaces. Reactions of binders with the surface of silicon anodes have
also been reported to generate a pre-formed SEI which improves the
performance of silicon anodes. Thus, designing superior binders for silicon
anodes is another potentially interesting route.
7. The SEI on lithium metal anodes. There is significant interest in lithium metal
anodes for lithium batteries due to the high theoretical capacity and low
reduction potential. The initial reduction products of the electrolyte on lithium
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metal anodes are similar to those reported for graphite anodes, LEDC and LiF.
However, LEDC has much poorer stability on lithium metal anodes leading to
poor passivation. In addition, the generation of lithium dendrites is also a large
problem for lithium metal anodes. Modification of the electrolyte has been
reported to significantly improve the efficiency of lithium plating and stripping
and inhibit dendrite growth. Most recent electrolytes developed for lithium
metal anodes utilize formulations which generate high concentrations of LiF in
the SEI. The presence of LiF presumably contributes to passivation of the
lithium metal surface and inhibition of dendrite growth. However, the
mechanism of these improvements is unclear. Developing a better
understanding of the nanostructure of the LiF rich films and the mechanism of
lithium ion transport and dendrite inhibition for the LiF rich surface films is
critical for the development of the next generation of lithium batteries with
lithium metal anodes. Surface pre-treatment of the lithium metal may also lead
to large improvements in performance. However, the surface films must be
sufficiently flexible to tolerate the volume changes associated with plating and
stripping, but also sufficiently rigid to inhibit dendrite growth. Thus, polymer
inorganic composite surface films are desired targets.
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FIGURES

Figure 1-1. a) Initial reduction reactions of EC on the graphite electrode interface. b)
Schematic figure of the initial SEI formed on graphite surface during the first cycle of
a lithium ion battery.15 Figure 1-1. A) Initial reduction reactions of EC on the graphite
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Figure 1-2. The primary decomposition reactions of the SEI components lithium
ethylene dicarbonate (LEDC) and Li2CO3.
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Figure 1-3. Schematic figure of the initial SEI formed on the graphite anode, the
effect of acid mediated thermal decomposition reactions on the structure of the SEI,
and the further reduction of electrolyte leading to the thickening of the SEI.
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Figure 1-4. Schematic figures of the initial SEI generated on graphite anodes for
electrolytes containing VC (left) or FEC (right).
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ABSTRACT
Layered LiNixMnyCozO2 (NMC) cathode materials with a high nickel content are
among the most commonly used in modern commercial lithium ion batteries due to the
increased capacity, and lower cost due to low cobalt content. However, numerous
investigations have shown that cathodes increased nickel content, such as N 0.6M0.2C0.2
or N0.8M0.1C0.1 suffer from rapid capacity fade due to a thickened anode solid
electrolyte interphase (SEI) and gas evolution from the cathode material during
cycling the root causes of which remain uncertain. One proposed degradation
mechanism is the transition metal catalyzed degradation of the anode SEI. We propose
that a simultaneous acidic species induced degradation of the cathode passivation film
occurs, dissolving the basic species present in the film, allowing further reduction of
electrolyte components on the anode.
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INTRODUCTION
The most widely utilized cathode materials for lithium ion batteries are layer
transition metal oxides. LiCoO2 was the most frequently utilized cathode material in
the first generation of lithium ion batteries. However, there is a significant interest in
the use of LiNixMnyCozO2 (NMC) cathodes with high nickel content for advanced
lithium ion batteries. The increased Ni content is desirable since it results in improved
capacity and reduced cost due to reduction of cobalt content within the cathode
material. Conversely, NMC cathodes with higher nickel content have reduced cycling
stability.1 Additionally, there is an interest in increasing the energy density of NMC
cathodes by increasing the voltage window from 4.2 V to 4.4 or 4.5 V vs Li/Li +.
However, cycling NMC cathodes to higher potential also results in a decrease in
cycling stability. There have been a significant number of investigations as to the
underlying causes of the cycling instabilities of nickel rich NMC or NMC cathodes
cycled to high potential. In this perspective, we will focus our efforts on the reactions
of surface of the cathode with electrolyte. We wish to acknowledge that there are other
aspects of the cathode material which contribute to performance fade which will not
be covered in this perspective; these include problems with lithium-nickel cation
mixing in NMC materials with high nickel content and increased particle cracking and
related increased surface area of cathode particles upon prolonged cycling. These
topics have been recently reviewed and we direct the readers to the following
references.2,3
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CURRENT STATUS
Current lithium ion batteries have excellent cycling stability under standard
operating conditions. As the technology has developed, the desire for increased energy
density and lower cost has driven interest in the cathode materials with both higher
capacity and higher cutoff potential. However, this has resulted in a decrease in cycle
and calendar life. One of the contributing factors to this performance fade is the
reaction of the electrolyte with the surface of NMC cathode materials. However, at
this time a strong understanding of the role of electrolyte in performance fade of NMC
cathode materials is unclear.4–6
The most common cathode materials utilized in commercial lithium ion
batteries are layered metal oxides. While the initial lithium metal oxide of interest was
LiCoO2, the field has primarily shifted toward mixed metal oxides including Ni, Co,
Mn and Al. While LiNi0.8Co1.5Al0.5 and related materials have also been rigorously
investigated, this perspective will focus on LiNi xMnyCozO2 (NMC). Variation in
initial capacity of NMC cycled to 4.2V shows a clear trend to higher capacity with
higher nickel content. Upon increasing the nickel content from 33 % to 80 % capacity
increases from 155 mAh/g to 210 mAh/g. However, this increase in capacity is
coupled with both a slight increase in capacity fade and a larger increase in cell
impedance upon cycling. Surprisingly, ex-situ surface analysis of NMC cathodes
extracted after cycling reveals only small differences in the composition and thickness
of the surface films for the NMC cathodes with different nickel contents. The
similarity in surface films suggests that the capacity fade and impedance growth is not
related to the decomposition reactions of the electrolyte on the NMC cathode surface.
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Analyses of the transition metal content by ICP-MS of extracted anodes cycled with
NMC cathodes of different nickel content are also similar. All extracted anodes
contain low concentrations of nickel, cobalt, and manganese but the difference in
transition metal content is small for different cathodes and there does not appear to be
a strong correlation of transition metal concentration with performance fade. Other
possible degradation mechanisms include the evolution of oxygen gas and lithiumnickel cation mixing leading to a disordered phase in the cathode material, or surface
reconstruction of the cathode material.7,8
The effect of cutoff voltage on NMC materials with different Ni contents has also
been studied. Investigation of the cycling performance of NMC 111 cycled to either a
moderate potential (4.2 V) or high cutoff potential (4.5V), surprisingly revealed
similar capacity fade for the cathodes cycled to the different potentials. However, the
impedance growth for cathodes cycled to higher potential is much greater than that for
cathodes cycled to lower potential.9 Electrochemical analysis of cathode-cathode and
anode-anode symmetric cells, extracted from cycled full cells, clearly reveals that the
impedance growth upon cycling is dominated by the cathode and that the impedance
growth is significantly worse for cells cycled to high voltage. In order to develop a
better understanding of the source of impedance growth, ex situ surface analysis was
conducted. XPS analysis of the NMC surface reveals that surface metal oxide
concentration is lower for cells cycled to 4.5V than for cells cycled to 4.2 V. This is
consistent with more electrolyte decomposition to generate a thicker surface film for
the cathode cycled to 4.5 V. The surfaces of anodes were also analyzed by XPS which
suggested that the surface films were very similar for cells cycled to either potential. It
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was also determined that anodes cycled to either potential contain low concentrations
of transition metals but there was no clear trend in transition metal content as a
function of cycling potential. Further analysis of the electrodes by IR-ATR provided
supporting results. The surface of cathode cycled to 4.2V contained only low
concentrations of Li2CO3 and lithium alkyl carbonates, while cells cycled to 4.5V
contained stronger absorptions characteristic of lithium carbonates along with an
additional peak consistent with polycarbonate at 1740cm -1. The IR spectra of the
anodes are very similar for cells cycled to either voltage, consistent with the XPS
results.
Similar investigations were conducted on NMC 622 cathodes. Initial capacities
were found to be higher for the cells cycled to higher potential (4.6V versus 4.3V).
Unlike the observations for NMC 111, significantly more fading was observed for
cells containing NMC 622 cycled to higher potential after 100 cycles. However,
similar to observations for NMC 111 cells, initial cycling results in a significantly
larger impedance increase for cells cycled to the higher potential than for cells cycled
to the lower potential. The difference in impedance increases after 100 cycles. In an
effort to develop a better understanding of the role of the electrolyte in the
performance changes as a function of cutoff potential, GCMS analysis was conducted
on electrolyte extracted from cycled NMC 622 cells. Initially after the first cycle there
is a large increase in transesterification products, the conversion of ethyl methyl
carbonate to dimethyl carbonate and diethyl carbonate, for cells cycled to either 4.3 or
4.6 V while the concentration of the transesterification products remains similar for
cells cycled to both potentials. In addition, the concentration of transesterification
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products does not increase significantly with additional cycling for cells cycled at
either 4.3 or 4.6 V. Thus, there is a poor correlation between capacity fade and the side
reaction of the electrolyte which generates transesterification products.
Related investigations have been conducted on cells containing cathodes with
higher nickel content. NMC 811 cells were cycled to moderate and high potential, 4.2
and 4.6 V respectively (figure 2-1). Cells cycled to higher potential have significantly
higher initial capacity, but the capacity fade is more severe than observed for NMC
111 or 622 cells.10 Similar to observations with NMC 111 and NMC 622 cells cycled
to higher potentials have significant increases in cell impedance after cycling. In
addition, there are large changes to the dQ/dV plots for the NMC 811 cells cycled to
higher potential. The increased impedance and changes to the dQ/dV plots is likely
related to changes in the c parameter which leads to the generation of micro-cracks in
the NMC 811 particles, as previously reported.11 Ex-situ surface analysis of the
cathodes extracted from NMC 811 cells cycled to moderate and high potential was
also conducted via a combination of XPS and IR-ATR, but the surface films were very
similar for both cycling profiles suggesting that cathode surface film formation did not
correlate with cutoff potential. In an effort to better understand the performance
differences, the changes to the electrolyte were investigated. OEMS analysis of
graphite-NMC 811 cells suggests similar quantities of alkyl carbonate
transesterification reactions at both voltages (4.2V and 4.6V). However, for cells
cycled to 4.6 V, more CO2 evolution is observed, and oxygen evolution is initiated. 12
No oxygen evolution is observed at lower potentials suggesting that cycling to higher
potential results in irreversible changes to the bulk cathode materials, as described
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above. GCMS analysis of the extracted electrolytes confirms a large increase in
transesterification products on first cycle with minimal increases in transesterification
after first cycle. However, the concentration of transesterification products is similar
for cells cycled to both 4.2 and 4.6 V, consistent with results for NMC 622 cells and
the OEMS results. Ex-situ surface analysis of the anodes reveals a thicker anode SEI
with cells cycled to higher voltage, consistent with transition metal dissolution and
damage to the anode SEI resulting in subsequent SEI thickening.

[Figure 2-1]
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FUTURE NEEDS AND PROSPECTS
Different research groups have reported different reactions of the electrolyte with
NMC cathodes. However, the generally observed reactions are similar for all NMC
cathodes cycled to high potential and are generally worse with higher Ni content.
Some of these differences can be attributed to different materials suppliers or storage
conditions of the NMC cathodes.13 NMC cathodes react slowly with dry air to
generate surface films of Li2CO3 and different quantities of Li2CO3 and other surface
differences could partially explain different trends for different research groups. We
will attempt to summarize the various trends and propose areas for future
investigation. It is important to note that there have been several reports on improved
performance of NMC cathodes upon with pre-generated surface films such as Al 2O3.14
This suggests that the surface of the cathode materials is very important for long term
performance. Alternatively, several reports have suggested that the presence of
electrolyte additives can significantly improve performance, suggesting that the
electrolyte is also important.
The results discussed above suggest that while the reactions of electrolyte with
the surface of NMC cathodes are important, but the build-up of electrolyte
decomposition products on the surface of the cathode does not likely have a large
impact on performance losses. The presence and thicknesses of surface films
composed of electrolyte decomposition products poorly correlate with capacity loss
and impedance. The impedance growth on the cathode more clearly correlates with the
formation of a rock salt phase on the surface and related NMC particle cracking. 7,15
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While most of the impedance increases for NMC cells with high Ni content or
cycled to high potential are observed on the cathode, capacity losses are typically
attributed to the anode. As discussed above, SEI thickening on the anode upon cycling
is dependent upon both the cut-off potential and Ni content of the cathode. The SEI
thickening has typically been attributed to transition metal dissolution from the
cathode and deposition on the anode. Several investigations reveal a correlation
between capacity loss and transition metal content in the anode SEI. 16 Alternatively,
other research has reported poor correlation between transitional metal content and
capacity loss when cells are cycled with electrolytes which contain additives.
Interestingly, several research groups have reported nearly stoichiometric dissolution
of the different transition metals (Ni, Mn, and Co) from NMC cathodes depending
upon the transition metal content. In addition, Mn deposition has been reported to
result in greater damage to the anode SEI than Ni deposition (figure 2-2a). 17 However,
these results are inconsistent with observations of greater capacity loss for high Ni
NMC since Mn dissolution, the more damaging transition metal, would be lowered
since there is less Mn in the NMC. Thus, while transition metal dissolution and
deposition, may contribute to damaging of the SEI and consequent capacity losses, it
is not likely the primary source.

[Figure 2-2]

Alternatively, many researchers have commented that transition metal dissolution
at the NMC cathode results from the generation of acidic species (PF 5, OPF3, and HF)
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which result from electrolyte oxidation at the cathode at high potential. 18 The same
acidic species have been reported from the thermal decomposition of LiPF 6/carbonate
electrolytes.19 Acidic species have been reported to rapidly accelerate the thermal
decomposition of lithium alkyl carbonates the primary components of the anode
SEI.20,21 Thus, the oxidative generation of the acidic species at the cathode interface
followed by crossover to the anode and catalytic decomposition of the anode SEI is
likely a significant contributor to capacity loss on the graphitic anode in
graphite/NMC cells as shown in figure 2-2b, especially at high potential or high Ni
content where electrolyte oxidation is problematic.22
The addition of electrolyte additives which either stabilize the anode SEI, such as
vinylene carbonate (VC) or fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC), or scavenge acidic
species such as TMSP23 would slow damage to the SEI and improve capacity, as
reported. In addition, the presence of basic surface films such as Al 2O3 would also
remove acidic species from solution and thus consistent with reported improvements.
Thus our suggestion related to the development of superior electrolyte formulations
for NMC cathodes cycled to high potential or containing high Ni content is the
development of both superior acid scavenging and SEI stabilizing electrolyte
additives.
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CONCLUSIONS
In summary, while the transition metal content in the anode SEI correlates well
with capacity fade for NMC cathodes cycled to high voltage and NMC cathodes
containing high nickel content, it is unclear if the presence of the transition metal is
the source of performance fade, or a coincidence. NMC particle cracking or NMC
phase transitions appear to be the primary source of cathode impedance increases as
opposed to the formation of the cathode electrolyte interphase thus the particle
cracking and or phase transitions are the primary cause of impedance increases and
related performance fade. Other researchers have reported that native surface
impurities such as Li2CO3 or surface modifications such as alumina can inhibit
transition metal dissolution or particle cracking. However, the mechanism of these
modifications remains elusive. Finally, many investigations have focused on the effect
of electrolyte additives on the performance of NMC cathodes at high potential, high
Ni content, or both. While, some clear performance enhancements have been
observed, the mechanisms of performance enhancement such as the formation of a
stable cathode passivation layer, inhibition of transition metal dissolution, or inhibition
of the side reactions of the electrolyte, is unclear. However, the changes in the surface
of the cathode material likely have the largest impact on the performance of the NMC
cathodes, but at this time the role of the electrolyte appears to be secondary.
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FIGURES

Figure 2-1. Electrochemical performance of Graphite/NCM811 cells cyced at
different cut-off voltages of 4.2 and 4.6 V, respectively. a) Galvanostatic cycling at a
C-rate of C/2 after formation cycles at C/20 (1), C/10 (2-3) and C/5 (4-5), b)
differential capacity plots of the 1st and 100th cycle.13 Figure reproduced with
permission of J. Electrochem. Soc.
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Figure 2-2. A schematic representation of the (a) manganese catalyzed degradation of
the anode SEI adapted from Solchenbach et al17 , and (b) acidic species induced
decomposition of anode SEI components.
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ABSTRACT
The investigation of novel fluorinated electrolyte additives for lithium metal
anodes has been conducted. Two acetic anhydride derivatives, difluoroacetic
anhydride (DFAA) and trifluoroacetic anhydride (TFAA), were investigated in
electrolytes composed of LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC) and ethyl methyl
carbonate (EMC). The addition of either DFAA or TFAA results in a significant
improvement in capacity retention and reversibility of lithium plating. Ex-situ surface
analysis (XPS, ATR-FT-IR) suggests that incorporation of either TFAA or DFAA
results in a lithium carboxylate rich SEI which inhibits SEI degradation resulting in
superior cycling performance.
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INTRODUCTION
Improvements in the reversibility of the plating and stripping of lithium metal in
carbonate-based electrolytes has drawn significant interest.1–3 Lithium metal as an
anode has the potential to increase the anodic capacity of lithium batteries up to 3860
mAh/g and would not require a host material. However, the practical application of the
lithium metal anode especially in carbonate electrolytes is severely hindered by
dendrite growth as well as the formation of electronically isolated lithium metal
domains.4 Furthermore, the inherent volume change of the anode material leads to
mechanical stress resulting in mechanical fracturing of the solid electrolyte interphase
(SEI) and allowing for continuous electrolyte reduction. The use of electrolyte
additives can help to significantly to limit the severity of these detrimental reactions.
The preferential reduction of electrolyte additives over the electrolyte solvents or
salt can be utilized to form a modified SEI allowing for improved plating and stripping
efficiencies in carbonate electrolytes. Some examples of additives which have been
investigated in carbonate electrolytes include fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) 5,
vinylene carbonate (VC)6, and lithium difluorophosphate (LiDFOB)7,8. These
additives are thought to improve performance by forming a more elastic or more stable
SEI on the surface of the lithium metal and improve the plating behavior of the lithium
metal. Fluorinated electrolyte additives such as FEC and LiDFOB increase the amount
of LiF in the SEI and the presence of nanostructured LiF has been reported to improve
the uniformity of lithium metal plating.
In this study, we explore two fluorinated acetic anhydride derivatives,
difluoroacetic anhydride (DFAA) and trifluoroacetic anhydride (TFAA) as electrolyte
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additives. The performance of several electrolyte formulations containing DFAA and
TFAA have been investigated electrochemically in Cu|LiFePO 4 cells and by ex situ
surface analysis of the plated lithium metal. The benefit of using a Cu|LiFePO 4 cell
composition is that the lithium metal anode is generated in situ preventing premature
reaction with the electrolyte with the lithium metal anode and contain a limited
amount of lithium metal compared to a lithium foil. 7,9 This investigation reveals that
both TFAA and DFAA improve the reversibility of lithium plating in carbonate
electrolyte, and ex situ surface analysis of the plated lithium metal electrodes by X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) suggests that the additives increase the stability of
the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) to the electrolyte solvents.

EXPERIMENTAL
Cell Construction
Coin cells (CR2032) were assembled in an argon filled glovebox (<1 ppm H 2O)
with a crimping pressure of 1500 psi. Single-sided lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO 4,
LFP) cathodes (91% active material, 9% PVdF binder and conductive carbon) were
obtained from MTI, cut outside the glovebox and then dried under vacuum overnight
at 110°C prior to cell assembly. Copper foil current collectors for the anode were cut
from copper foil cleaned with a 1-minute sonication in 1M HCl, followed by
subsequent 1-minute sonication in two portions of isopropanol and under vacuum
overnight at 110°C prior to cell assembly. The cells were constructed with Cu foil
current collector (15mm), two Celgard 2325 separators (19mm), LFP cathode material
(13.7mm), and 100μL of electrolyte.
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Cycling was conducted on an Arbin Instruments BT2000 battery cycler at 25°C.
The cycling procedure consisted of plating Li metal at 0.1 mA/cm 2 (approx. C/20 rate,
where C represents the theoretical capacity of LiFePO4) with subsequent stripping and
plating at 0.4 mA/cm2 (approx. C/4 rate), within a voltage window of 2.0 – 4.0 V.
There was a rest period of one hour between cell construction and the beginning of the
cycling protocol.
Electrolytes investigated were all based on a 1.2M LiPF 6 in EC:EMC (3:7)
obtained from BASF (denoted as STD). Trifluoroacetic anhydride (99+%, Acros,
denoted as TFAA) and difluoroacetic anhydride (98+%, TCI America, denoted as
DFAA) were used without further purification. Difluoroacetic anhydride (DFAA)
concentrations of 0.5%, 1%, 2.5%, and 5%, trifluoroacetic anhydride (TFAA)
concentrations of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 15%, as well as a mixture of 2.5% each of
DFAA and TFAA were prepared in an argon-filled glovebox and stirred on a magnetic
stir plate for two days before use.
XPS measurements were done using a Thermo-Fisher k-Alpha spectrometer
utilizing aluminum kα radiation (hν=1486.6 eV) under ultra-high vacuum conditions
(<1 × 10−12 atm) with a measured spot size of 400 μm. Lithium metal was deposited
onto Cu foil according to the first charge procedure outlined in the electrochemistry
section (charge to 4.0 V at C/20 rate, stripped at C/4 rate, and again plated at C/4 rate)
and held at rest for approximately 4 hours to allow equilibration before disassembly in
an argon-filled glovebox. Electrodes were washed with 3 × 500μL extra dry dimethyl
carbonate (99+%, Acros, DMC) and dried under vacuum overnight. Samples were
transferred into to the instrument with a vacuum transfer stage module to avoid
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exposure to air. The binding energy was corrected based on the F1s spectrum,
assigning LiF to 685 eV.
ATR-IR spectra were obtained on a Bruker Tensor 27, using a Pike MIRacle
horizontal ATR accessory equipped with a diamond/ZnSe crystal in a nitrogen-filled
glovebox to prevent oxygen and water exposure of the samples. There is no evidence
of nitrogen reacting with the plated lithium within the timeframe of measurement.
Background and sample spectra were obtained with 256 scans for ATR spectra and a
resolution of 4 cm-1. Atmospheric compensation routines for both water and carbon
dioxide were used to remove or reduce remaining interferences.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
[FIGURE 3-1]
Two fluorinated compounds, difluoroacetic anhydride (DFAA) and trifluoroacetic
anhydride (TFAA), were investigated as electrolyte additives for improving the
cycling performance of Cu/LFP cells. The concentration of DFAA was varied from
0.5 to 5 wt %, to determine the optimal concentration of the additive for improving the
reversibility of lithium plating and stripping. Cycling performance of these cells is
shown in figure 3-1. The first cycle stripping capacity (figure 3-1a) was improved for
all concentrations of DFAA, with the cell containing 1 % DFAA having the highest
first cycle stripping capacity of 100 mAh/g. However, the optimal concentration for
the sum of reversibly cycled lithium (figure 3-1c) over the first 50 cycles was
determined to be 2.5% DFAA by weight. The sum of reversibly cycled lithium was
improved to 800 mAh/g, compared to 80 mAh/g observed for the standard electrolyte
formulation. The improved reversibility is consistent with a more efficient plating and
stripping mechanism. Overall the addition of difluoroacetic anhydride causes an
almost fivefold increase in the initial stripping capacity as well as a tenfold increase in
the sum of reversibly cyclable lithium.
[FIGURE 3-2]
The cycling performance of Cu/LiFePO4 cells was also investigated in the
presence of trifluoroacetic anhydride (TFAA) as shown in figure 3-2. The initial
stripping capacity and capacity retention are improved by addition of TFAA.
However, the performance improvements are observed at higher concentrations of
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TFAA than were observed for DFAA. While the initial stripping capacity is improved
fivefold, from 19 mAh/g to ~105 mAh/g for all concentrations of TFAA investigated,
the best capacity retention is observed for cells containing 10% TFAA (figure 3-2a).
The sum of reversibly cyclable lithium is increased more than tenfold from 78 mAh/g
to 946 mAh/g for cells containing 10% TFAA (figure 3-2c). In an effort to confirm the
importance of the fluorination of TFAA and DFAA, Cu/LFP cells were prepared with
2.5 and 5 % acetic anhydride. The capacity retention and cycling performance were
nearly identical to that for cells cycled with the standard electrolyte, confirming the
importance of fluorination to performance improvements.
[FIGURE 3-3]
The voltage profile for the first plating step is provided in figure 3-3 and
demonstrates the difference in the electrochemical behavior of the different electrolyte
additives. Electrolytes containing either DFAA or TFAA show a plateau during the
first plating at approximately 1.3V, indicating electrochemical reduction of the
additive onto the anode. An electrolyte containing 10% TFAA shows a smooth even
plating curve, while the electrolyte containing 2.5% DFAA shows a longer plateau at
1.3V despite the lower concentration of the additive, and the plateau at about 3.5V is
uneven.
[FIGURE 3-4]
Considering that the reversibility of lithium plating and the initial stripping
capacities are higher in the cells cycled with electrolyte containing TFAA and the rate
of capacity loss is lower in cells cycled with DFAA, a synergistic effect of the two
additives was investigated using an electrolyte containing 2.5% by weight of both
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DFAA and TFAA. The stripping capacities and sum of reversibly cycled lithium is
shown in figure 3-4. As expected, the combination of additives provides better overall
performance than either individual additive. The combination of 2.5% DFAA and
2.5% TFAA has better initial stripping capacity than 5% DFAA although it is still
lower than 5% TFAA (figure 3-4a). The combination of additives provides a
comparable sum of reversibly cycled lithium over the first 50 cycles (figure 3-4b). The
highest sum of reversibly cycled lithium is for the cell containing 5% DFAA (611
mAh/g) followed by the combination of 2.5 % DFAA and 2.5% TFAA (579 mAh/g)
and then the cell 5% TFAA has the lowest sum of reversibly cycled lithium (538
mAh/g). Unfortunately, the combination of additives does not result in an
improvement in performance over the single additives.
[FIGURE 3-5]
In order to understand the source of the observed electrochemical improvements,
the surface films formed on the lithium metal anodes has been investigated by XPS.
The C1s, O1s and F1s spectra of the lithium plated in STD, 5% DFAA, 5% TFAA and
2.5% DFAA + 2.5% TFAA are presented in figure 3-6. Interestingly, the C1s, O1s and
F1s spectra are similar for the lithium metal anodes plated in the presence of 5%
DFAA, 5% TFAA, or 2.5% of DFAA and TFAA after the second plating. There are
some small variations in SEI composition between the different electrolytes, consistent
with the observed performance differences. The C1s spectra contain peaks
corresponding to -CO3 at 290.1 eV, -CO2 at 289.0, C-O at 286.7 eV and C-C/C-H at
285.0 eV consistent with the generation of RCO 2Li, ROCO2Li and Li2CO3. The peaks
characteristic of lithium carboxylates (-CO2Li) at 289.0 eV are stronger for the cells
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containing either TFAA or DFAA, consistent with reduction of the additives on the
lithium metal surface. The O1s spectrum contains a broad peak composed of several
overlapping species centered at ∼531.8 eV, consistent with a mixture of C-O and
C=O, consistent with the C1s spectra.9,10 A peak corresponding to Li2O is also
observed at 528 eV in the O1s spectrum for only the electrode cycled with the STD
electrolyte. More visible changes are observed in the F1s spectra. While a single F1s
peak is observed at 685 eV characteristic of LiF for the lithium metal anode plated
with the standard electrolyte, an additional peak is observed at 687 eV consistent with
C-F containing species for cells cycled with either TFAA or DFAA. The presence of
C-F containing species is consistent with reduction of the DFAA or TFAA on the
surface of the plated lithium. Surprisingly, the C-F peak associated with the CF 3 group
is not observed in the C1s spectrum at 294 eV. However, this could be due to the
decomposition of the CF3 group to generate LiF and other C-F containing species.
Only very weak peaks are observed in the P2p spectrum (not shown) consistent with
very low concentrations of LixPFyOz.
[FIGURE 3-6]
ATR-IR spectra of lithium plated on copper foil were acquired after the second
plating for the STD, 5% DFAA, 5% TFAA, and 2.5% TFAA + 2.5% DFAA
electrolytes are shown in figure 3-5. The highly reactive nature of lithium metal
requires the use of a diamond/ZnSe ATR crystal, which has inherent spectral artefacts
at 1570 cm-1 and 1340 cm-1, as previously reported.9 The spectrum of the lithium
metal anode plated with the standard electrolyte contains strong absorptions at 1450
and 1490 cm-1 characteristic of Li2CO3.10 In addition, a broad peak characteristic of
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lithium alkyl carbonates (ROCO2Li) is observed at 1660 cm−1. Incorporation of either
TFAA or DFAA results in significant changes to the IR spectra on the lithium metal
surfaces. The relative intensity of the Li2CO3 peaks are diminished and the relative
intensity of the lithium alkyl carbonate peaks are increased. In addition, new
absorptions are observed at ~1600 cm-1 characteristic of lithium carboxylates
(RCO2Li) which is consistent with observations by XPS. The combination of XPS
and IR-ATR provides significant insight into the differences in SEI composition.
Lithium plated with the standard electrolyte has an SEI which consists primarily of
Li2CO3 with a low concentration of lithium alkyl carbonates. Alternatively, lithium
plated with either TFAA or DFAA has high concentrations of lithium carboxylates
and lithium alkyl carbonates and low concentrations of Li 2CO3. Since Li2CO3 has been
reported to be a decomposition product of lithium alkyl carbonates it appears that the
presence of DFAA or TFAA slows SEI degradation via the generation of the more
stable lithium carboxylates.11
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CONCLUSION
In this study we demonstrate that both trifluoroacetic anhydride and
difluoroacetic anhydride utilized as electrolyte additives improve the reversibility of
lithium plating in Cu|LiFePO4 cells. The concentrations of TFAA and DFAA were
optimized for cycling performance in EC:EMC electrolytes. DFAA has optimized
performance at lower concentrations, 2.5% by weight, and enables a slower rate of
capacity fade compared to both TFAA, and the standard electrolyte. Conversely,
TFAA is optimal at higher concentrations, 10% by weight, and enables an improved
initial stripping capacity, delayed capacity fade, and the largest amount of reversibly
cycled lithium. Additionally, we investigated a possible synergistic effect of DFAA
and TFAA. Combining the two additives at 2.5% by weight each improves rate of
capacity fade when compared to either DFAA or TFAA alone. Furthermore, the initial
stripping capacity and sum of reversibly cycled lithium were increased when lithium
was plated and stripped in the presence of 2.5% by weight of DFAA and TFAA.
Surprisingly, the molecular composition of the SEI is similar for all of the electrolytes,
suggesting that the performance differences may be related to particle morphology as
opposed to molecular composition.
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FIGURES

Figure 3-1. (a) Stripping specific capacity vs. cycle number for the STD, 0.5%
DFAA, 1%DFAA, 2.5% DFAA, and 5% DFAA, (b) corresponding cycle efficiency
vs. cycle number, and (c) sum of reversibly cycled lithium over the first 50 cycles for
each electrolyte.
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Figure 3-2.(a) Stripping specific capacity vs. cycle number for the STD, 2.5% TFAA,
5% TFAA, 10% TFAA, and 15% TFAA, (b) corresponding cycle efficiency vs. cycle
number, and (c) sum of reversibly cycled lithium over the first 50 cycles for each
electrolyte.
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Figure 3-3. Voltage profile of the first charge/plating of a STD 2.5% DFAA, and 10%
TFAA, with the inset showing the plateaus more clearly.
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Figure 3-4. (a) Stripping specific capacity vs. cycle number for the STD, 5% TFAA,
5% DFAA, and 2.5% DFAA + 2.5% TFAA, and (b) sum of reversibly cycled lithium
over the first 50 cycles for each electrolyte.
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Figure 3-5. C1s, O1s, F1s and P2p XPS spectra after the second plating of lithium on
copper foil in STD, 5% TFAA, 5% DFAA, and 2.5% DFAA + 2.5% TFAA.
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Figure 3-6. ATR-FT-IR spectra in the 1900 – 800 cm−1 region of lithium plated in
STD, 5% DFAA, 5% TFAA, and 2.5% TFAA + 2.5% DFAA.
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ABSTRACT
High-energy nickel cobalt manganese oxides (usually called, “Lithium-rich
layered oxides”) have been studied intensively as cathode materials for lithium-ion
batteries. However, several hurdles need to be overcome to adopt these cathodes in
commercial lithium-ion batteries. The undesired transition metal dissolution from
these cathodes is one of the key challenges, especially because it brings not only
capacity loss in full cells but also the degradation of graphitic anodes. The dissolved
metal ions in the electrolytes induces additional electrolyte decomposition, therefore
changes the surface chemistry of anodes. Herein, aluminum oxide (Al 2O3) coating was
applied to high-energy nickel cobalt manganese oxides (HE-NCM,
Li1.33Ni0.27Co0.13Mn0.60O2+d) by atomic layer deposition (ALD) and its effects on HENCM/graphite full cells were investigated. HE-NCM/graphite full cells have better
cycling performance and efficiency when HE-NCM is coated with Al 2O3. ICP-MS
measurements show that the Al2O3 coating can effectively prevent transition metal
dissolution from HE-NCM. Through XPS and FT-IR results, the surface film on HENCM cathodes does not change significantly with the Al 2O3 coating even after 50
cycles, however the surface film on graphite anodes shows a significant difference.
When cycled with the uncoated HE-NCM cathodes, the surface chemistry of the
graphite anode has strong features of salt decomposition products (Li xPFyOz) and
oligo or poly carbonates. This suggests the dissolved metal ions result in additional
electrolyte decomposition, especially LiPF6 salt. Due to the increased SEI thickness,
the resistance of graphite electrodes cycled with the uncoated HE-NCM is higher than
that of graphite electrodes cycled with the Al 2O3-coated HE-NCM. The improved
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cycling performance of HE-NCM/graphite cells with Al2O3 coating can be attributed
to the minimized resistance increase on graphite as well as the suppression of cathode
active material loss.
.
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INTRODUCTION
Because of their high capacity (> 240 mAh g-1), high-energy nickel cobalt
manganese oxides (usually called, “Lithium-rich layered oxides”) are considered as
promising cathode candidates for the next-generation lithium-ion batteries. 1-3
However, several hurdles need to be overcome to adopt these cathodes into
commercial lithium-ion batteries. The undesired transition metal dissolution from
these cathodes is one of the key challenges, since it not only damages the structural
stability of cathodes but also alters the composition of solid electrolyte interphase
(SEI) on the surface of anodes.4-7 The previous report about the capacity recovery of
NCM cathodes collected from full cells suggests the deterioration of anode is the main
cause of full cell degradation.8
Although transition metal dissolution from various cathodes has been studied in
half cells extensively,9-13 the effect of transition metal dissolution on the SEI layer of
anode has not been well-established. Dissolved transition metal ions accumulate on
the anode, where they induce additional side reactions of electrolyte, continuous SEI
growth and further the loss of active lithium.6, 14 It is reported that an electrolyte
containing Mn ions generates a non-passivating SEI on the anode surface from the
model experiments15 and also transition metal ions are electrochemically reduced on
the surface of anode leading to metal deposition 16. The effect of transition metal ions
on the composition and stability of the SEI on the anode has not been well addressed.
Surface coatings of cathode materials with various inert metal oxides including
Al2O3 is one of the most common approach to suppress transition metal dissolution
from cathodes.17-19 Al2O3 coating provides a stable protection layer on the cathode
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surface and prevents interfacial degradation of the cathode. It has been reported that an
Al2O3 coating can minimize transition metal dissolution from cathodes. 20, 21
In this work, an Al2O3 coating was applied on high-energy nickel cobalt
manganese oxide (HE-NCM, Li1.33Ni0.27Co0.13Mn0.60O2+d) cathodes by atomic layer
deposition (ALD) and the effect on HE-NCM/graphite full cells were investigated.
Changes in cycling performance of full cells due to the effect of transition metal
dissolution on both electrodes are presented. To understand the effects of transition
metal dissolution on the surface film of each electrode, both surface films were
analyzed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and infrared spectra with
attenuated total reflectance (IR-ATR) upon cycling. A possible mechanism for
degradation of HE-NCM/graphite full cells is discussed based on the findings.

EXPERIMENTAL
Coin Cell Preparation
HE-NCM electrodes were prepared using a composition of 93 wt.% HE-NCM
(with/without Al2O3 coating), 3 wt.% conductive carbon, and 4 wt.% polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVdF) binder. Each slurry was mechanically blended with N-methyl-2pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent in a nitrogen-filled glove box and pasted onto aluminum
foil. Both HE-NCM powders and graphite electrodes were supplied from a
commercial supplier as battery grade.
2032-type coin cells containing HE-NCM positive electrodes (13.7 mm
diameter), PP/PE/PP separators (19 mm diameter, Celgard 2325) and graphite
negative electrodes (14 mm diameter) were assembled in an argon glove box (M77

Braun) with oxygen and water contents < 1 ppm. Both HE-NCM and graphite
electrodes were punched to a specific diameter, and dried at 110C under vacuum
overnight before cell assembly. The average active mass loading and areal capacity of
HE-NCM electrodes are 7.3 mg cm-2 and 1.83 mAh cm-2, respectively. The n/p ratio is
controlled within a range of 1.05 to 1.1, using the 1 st charge capacity of HE-NCM and
graphite (330 and 372 mAh/g). 100 L of 1.2 M LiPF6 in EC:EMC is used as an
electrolyte for each cell.

Electrochemical Testing
Galvanostatic cycling of HE-NCM/graphite cells was conducted using an Arbin
BT2000 battery cycler in a constant temperature oven (25C). The cycling procedure
consists of three steps; (i) 10 mA/g within 2.0-4.8 V (1st cycle), (ii) 20 mA/g within
2.0-4.6 V (2nd–5th cycle), and (iii) 40 mA/g within 2.0-4.6 V (the prolonged cycle).
Each current was calculated based on the active mass of HE-NCM electrode. A 6-hour
rest period was also introduced at the beginning of each cycling protocol to confirm
uniform wetting of all cell components.

Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS)
An iCAP Q ICP-MS instrument (Thermo Scientific) with He KED interference
reduction system was used for ICP-MS measurements. After cycling and allowing to
equilibrate for 48 hours, the HE-NCM/graphite cells were disassembled in an argon
glove box. Without the HE-NCM electrodes, all other cell parts were sealed in 15 mL
centrifuge vials and centrifuged at 2200 RPM for 10 minutes to collect as much of the
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electrolyte as possible. After centrifuging, the cell parts were removed from the vial
and the graphite electrodes were separately dissolved in 10 mL of 2% HNO 3 solution
to extract metal ions from graphite. The extracted solution and collected electrolyte
were combined again and filtered for the ICP-MS measurements. A three-point
calibration was conducted in 2% HNO3 before each sample set.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
A K-alpha spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) using Al K radiation (h = 1486.6
eV) under ultra-high vacuum (< 1  10-12 atm) was used for XPS measurements. The
measuring spot size and pass energy were 400 m in diameter and 60 eV for this
instrument. After equilibration for 48 hours, the HE-NCM/graphite cells were
disassembled in an argon glove box. Each electrode was washed with battery grade
EMC to remove the electrolyte residue, dried overnight under vacuum, and transferred
in an air-free container to the XPS chamber. The PVdF (688 eV) and LiF peaks (685
eV) were used as reference peaks for HE-NCM and graphite to correct the binding
energy scale for all spectra, respectively. Relative atomic concentrations were
calculated from the integration of each XPS peak, upon consideration of respective
atomic sensitivity factors. An argon flood gun was used as needed to avoid charge
accumulation on samples.

Infrared Spectra with Attenuated Total Reflectance (IR-ATR)
A Bruker Tensor 27 equipped with an attenuated total reflection (ATR) system
and LaDTG detector was used for IR measurements. After cycling and allowing
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equilibration for 48 hours, the HE-NCM/graphite cells were disassembled in an argon
glove box. Each electrode was washed with battery grade EMC, dried overnight under
vacuum, and transferred in a closed container to a nitrogen-filled glove box. The
spectra were acquired with a resolution of 4 cm-1 and 256 scans in the nitrogen glove
box. An atmospheric compensation and baseline correction were applied to all spectra.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
[Figure 4-1]
The galvanostatic cycling performance of the HE-NCM/graphite full cells is
provided in figure 4-1 with discharging capacity, normalized based on the active mass
of HE-NCM. The Al2O3 coating on HE-NCM clearly improves the capacity retention
of HE-NCM/graphite full cells. The HE-NCM/graphite cells containing the uncoated
or Al2O3-coated HE-NCM electrode show similar discharging capacity after the precycling step (6th cycle, ~240 mAh/g), however the capacity of the cell containing
uncoated HE-NCM decays faster upon prolonged cycling. This rapid decay is
consistent with a loss of cyclable lithium ions during cycling when HE-NCM is not
coated with Al2O3. Since there is no excess lithium in the HE-NCM/graphite full cells,
any lithium loss directly affects the cycling performance of the cells.

[Figure 4-2]

The ICP-MS results for quantification of metal dissolution provide insight into
the source of cycling performance decay of HE-NCM/graphite cells (figure 4-2). The
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transition metal dissolution from the uncoated HE-NCM electrode is four times higher
than the transition metal dissolution from the Al2O3 coated HE-NCM electrode. This
suggests that the Al2O3 coating stabilizes the surface structure of HE-NCM and
prevents transition metal dissolution from HE-NCM into electrolytes. 17, 22, 23 It is
reported that transition metal dissolution from cathode has a detrimental effect on
graphite anode and overall cell performance, yet the specific mechanism is not fully
established.24, 25
To elaborate the effect of metal dissolution on the surface chemistry of full cells,
the surface film on both HE-NCM and graphite electrodes was investigated using XPS
analysis (figures 4-3 to 4-5). While the surface modification was applied to HE-NCM
positive electrodes, the surface films developed on the uncoated and Al 2O3-coated HENCM are very similar even after 50 cycles (figure 4-3). Before cycling (pristine, grey
lines), both electrodes have strong features of PVdF in the C 1s (291 eV, figure 4-3a
and 3d) and F 1s spectra (688 eV, Fig. 3c and 3f). 26 In the O 1s spectra, the Al2O3coated HE-NCM has a distinct shoulder around 531.8 eV (Fig. 3e), suggested to come
from the Al2O3 coating, consistent with the presence of the corresponding peak in the
Al 2p spectrum at 74 eV (figure 4-3h).26, 27 After cycling, C-O (533.5 eV) and C=O
(531.8 eV) peaks in the O 1s spectra grow on both electrodes, 28-30 indicating the
decomposition of carbonate solvents (figures 4-3b and 4-3e). These peaks are
relatively greater intensity on the uncoated HE-NCM, implying more electrolyte
decomposition has occurred on the electrode surface. A broad peak characteristic of
LixPFyOz (around 686-687 eV) and a small LiF peak (685 eV) are also observed on
both electrodes after cycling (figures 4-3c and 4-3f).26 Although these changes provide
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evidence for electrolyte decomposition on HE-NCM positive electrodes, it is
suggested the surface of HE-NCM is not completely passivated upon prolonged
electrochemical cycling. Even after 50 cycles, the peaks characteristic of PVdF and
bulk metal oxide (530 eV) can be observed from the HE-NCM surface. 26, 31 Further,
the relative atomic concentrations calculated from the corresponding XPS spectra of
HE-NCM (figure 4-5a), illustrate that the surface of HE-NCM electrode does not
change significantly upon cycling.

[Figure 4-3 to Figure 4-5]

Interestingly, the surface chemistry of graphite appears to be more altered by the
Al2O3 coating on HE-NCM than the surface of the HE-NCM itself (figure 4-4 and
figure 4-5b). The relative atomic concentration of graphite changes notably upon
cycling (figure 4-5b). The relative concentration of fluorine increases significantly on
the surface of graphite when cycled with the uncoated HE-NCM. However, the
surface of graphite cycled with the Al2O3-coated HE-NCM is relatively stable over the
first 50 cycles. While the relative atomic concentrations show a large difference, the
XPS spectra from two graphite electrodes contain similar peaks (figure 4-4). This
denotes that the types of electrolyte decomposition products do not change, however,
the relative ratio of the different decomposition products on the graphite surface are
altered. Both graphite electrodes have C-O and C=O features (286.8 & 289 eV in the
C 1s and 531.8 & 533.5 eV in O 1s spectra) as well as a LiF peak (685 eV in the F
1s).28-30 The F 1s spectrum for the graphite electrode cycled with the uncoated HE-
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NCM contains an intense peak characteristic of Li xPFyOz (686-687 eV),26 which
increases upon prolonged cycling. The P 2p spectra also shows broad peaks
characteristic of LixPFyOz (134-135 eV) and LiPF6 (136-138 eV).32, 33 Overall, more
LiPF6 salt decomposition occurs on the surface of graphite when cycled with the
uncoated HE-NCM.
The IR-ATR spectra for both HE-NCM and graphite electrodes after 50 cycles
are provided in figure 4-6. As with the XPS results described above, the IR spectra for
the uncoated and Al2O3-coated HE-NCM after 50 cycles are very similar (figure 4-6a).
Most of the features in the spectra of both HE-NCM electrodes are attributed to PVdF
binder (a 800-1300 cm-1 region, peaks at 1400 cm-1 and 1740 cm-1),34 supporting the
XPS result for HE-NCM electrodes (figure 4-3). However, the IR spectra for the
graphite electrodes cycled with the uncoated and Al 2O3-coated HE-NCM reveal some
notable differences (figure 4-6b). While both spectra contain peaks characteristic of
LEDC (1652, 1400, 1315, 1100, and 825 cm -1) and Li2CO3 (1490, 1433 and 875 cm1 35-37

),

the graphite cycled with the uncoated HE-NCM contains additional features of

oligo or poly carbonate (1750, 1300, and 1260 cm -1).38 The oligo carbonates are likely
generated on the uncoated cathode surface from electrolyte oxidation and then cross
over to the anode where they are reduced and deposited. Consistent with the XPS
results (figure 4-4g), a strong peak is observed at 840 cm -1 on the graphite cycled for
the uncoated HE-NCM which is characteristic of the P-F bond 39 suggesting the
presence of LixPFyOz and the residual LiPF6. This further supports LiPF6 salt
decomposition is a major component of the SEI evolution on graphite when it is
cycled with the uncoated HE-NCM.40
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[Figure 4-6]

With the above surface analysis results (XPS and IR), it can be concluded that
metal dissolution from HE-NCM leads to the additional electrolyte decomposition on
the surface of graphite. To further understand the effect on the degradation of graphite,
the resistance of graphite was measured using the electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS). In figure 4-7, Nyquist plots of graphite/graphite symmetric cells,
in which graphite electrodes were collected from HE-NCM/graphite cells are
provided. After the 1st cycle, the resistance of graphite electrodes is almost identical
whether they were cycled with the uncoated or Al 2O3-coated HE-NCM electrodes.
Upon the cycling, however, the resistance of graphite cycled with the uncoated HENCM has increased significantly while the one of graphite cycled with the Al 2O3coated HE-NCM is stabilized. Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that metal dissolution
from HE-NCM eventually increases the resistance of graphite and further causes the
full cell degradation.

[Figure 4-7]
CONCLUSION
The influence of aluminum oxide (Al2O3) coating on to high-energy nickel cobalt
manganese oxides (HE-NCM, Li1.33Ni0.27Co0.13Mn0.60O2+d) has been investigated in
HE-NCM/graphite full cells. Al2O3 coating on HE-NCM improves the cycle
performance of HE-NCM/graphite full cells and effectively prevents the transition
metal dissolution from HE-NCM into electrolytes. Ex-situ surface analysis on HE84

NCM and graphite electrodes reveals that the surface chemistry of HE-NCM is not
significantly altered with Al2O3 coating, however, the surface chemistry of graphite is
affected significantly. When cycled with the Al2O3-coated HE-NCM, the surface of
graphite is stable over the first 50 cycles, while the surface of graphite cycled with the
uncoated HE-NCM has strong features of LiPF6 salt decomposition products and oligo
or poly carbonates. The results suggest transition metal dissolution catalyzes
additional electrolyte decomposition on the graphite surface. The additional electrolyte
decomposition induces the resistance increase of graphite and further affects full cell
performance. The improved cycling performance can be attributed to the prevention of
transition metal dissolution from HE-NCM resulting in minimized resistance increase
on the graphite anode.
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FIGURES

Figure 4-1. Comparison of discharge capacity vs. cycle number obtained from HENCM/Graphite full cells containing the uncoated and Al 2O3-coated HE-NCM
electrodes. The capacity was calculated based on the active mass of HE-NCM
electrodes.
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Figure 4-2. ICP-MS results obtained from HE-NCM/Graphite full cells containing the
uncoated and Al2O3-coated HE-NCM electrodes.
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Figure 4-3. XPS spectra obtained from the uncoated and Al 2O3-coated HE-NCM
electrodes collected from HE-NCM/Graphite full cells.
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Figure 4-4. XPS spectra obtained from the graphite electrodes collected from HENCM/Graphite full cells.

89

Figure 4-3. Corresponding relative atomic concentrations from XPS spectra obtained
from the HE-NCM electrodes and graphite electrodes. The total concentration of Ni,
Mn and Co is presented as metal concentration.

90

Figure 4-4. IR-ATR spectra obtained from the (a) HE-NCM electrodes and (b)
graphite electrodes after 50 cycles.

91

Figure 4-5. The Nyquist plots obtained from graphite/graphite symmetric cells, in
which graphite electrodes were collected from two identical HE-NCM/Graphite full
cells containing the uncoated and Al2O3-coated HE-NCM electrodes.
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